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President’s Report

This is my first report as President
of FAME following the unexpected
resignation on the 18th of
September of Col Bernau who had
been elected to the position of
President at the Special Meeting of
FAME held on July 9th 2012
during the Perth FAME Mandolin
Festival. This was indeed sad news
but fortunately Col will continue
as one of ACT’s two
representatives on FAME’s
committee of management.
However for several weeks
afterwards Col’s announcement
the members of FAME’s
Committee of Membership
seemed somewhat stunned by this
turn of events and there seemed
no particular enthusiasm for
someone on the committee to take
on the role of President. As you
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can imagine this situation had to
be remedied but after much
thought I volunteered to take on
the role but only on the condition
that I relinquish the position of
secretary of FAME. Surprisingly
there seemed to be no jostling for
this “lofty” position and after even
more consideration I quietly asked
Joan Harris if she might consider
re-joining FAME’s committee of
management thereby taking up
the long-vacant position as
Victoria’s second representative
AND take on the role of Secretary
of FAME.
I’m certain that Joan is well
known to most FAME members for
her skill as a musician and her
long involvement in the mandolin
orchestra movement in Victoria
and as a member of
I Mandolini quite some time ago.
Joan has also served on FAME’s
committee of management for
quite a number of years in the past
including several years as its
secretary. She is currently involved
with all three Victorian mandolin
ensembles as she is currently
leader of the MMO, a player with
Concordia Mandolin and Guitar
Ensemble, and she is musical
director of Mandolins D’Amour!
So it’s easy to understand why I
considered Joan as the most

perfect choice to take on the role
as FAME’s secretary, especially as
she is so much more organized
than I could ever hope to be! And
to my pleasure she expressed her
interest in re-joining FAME’s
committee of Management and
taking over my position,
dependent of course upon the
committee’s acceptance and
adoption of my recommendations.
I was very pleased that there was
unanimous acceptance of my
nomination to take on the role of
President of FAME and of my
motions that Joan Harris be
appointed to FAME’s committee of
management and to the executive
position of Secretary of FAME.
The next FAME Mandolin Festival
will be held in the second week of
January 2014 in Melbourne and
I’m pleased that planning for this
festival by the Festival Organizing
Committee of the MMO is
progressing well. FAME has given
a $4000 grant to the organizing
committee to fund the
commissioning of two new works,
one each from Robert Schulz in
Perth and Stephen Lalor in
Sydney. Both of these well known
musicians have also accepted
roles as joint conductors of the
Melbourne FAME Festival 2014.
cont. p2
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Perth’s FAME Festival in July this
year was an absolute success and
two co-conductors (Marco
Ludemann from the Netherlands
and Mark Davis from the USA)
was a brilliant way to instil variety
and intensity into the Festival. So
with two Aussies, Robert and
Stephen, contributing to the
Melbourne FAME Festival in more
ways than one, this Festival should
be fantastic!

experience!) as he’ll be
conducting Mandolins Victoria
2013! For those of you who don’t
already know, this week of
rehearsing and then performing a
public concert performance of
perhaps unfamiliar repertoire will
in many ways resemble a FAME
Festival. However there will be
some significant differences:
Unlike a FAME Festival, this will
not be a residential festival and
participants will need to organize
Anyway, as we all know practice
their accommodation themselves.
makes perfect! The MMO’s
However it may be possible for
committee is getting practice in
interstate participants to be
organizing mandolin festivals by
billeted with Victorian players,
also joining forces with Concordia although this shouldn’t be taken
Mandolin and Guitar Ensemble
for granted and the organizers
and with Mandolins D’Amour to
should be contacted and billeting
organize the Mandolins Victoria
requested.
2013 event to be held in the
second week of January next year Afternoon tea and supper will be
(January 7th to 13th)….yes, in
provided but players will need to
about 5 weeks from my typing up organize their own meals. The
this report just before Marie
Tivoli German Club at 291
Schulz’ deadline for contributions Dandenong Rd Windsor will be
to Plucked Strings! And Stephen
the venue for both the rehearsals
Lalor is obviously going to get
and the Sunday afternoon public
some more practice in conducting concert and has a good bistromandolin orchestras (not that he
style restaurant open for lunch
hasn’t already had heaps of
and evening meals. As there will
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be a 2 hour break between
afternoon and evening rehearsals
players need not go
hungry!
Rehearsals will take place in the
afternoons and in the evenings
Monday to Friday and it will be
assumed that players may not be
able to attend all rehearsals,
especially as some will not be
able to take time off work and
some may have evening
commitments preventing them
from coming to all evening
rehearsals. For this reason the
repertoire will not be particularly
demanding technically speaking.
However the music will still be
very enjoyable and entertaining
both for players and audience.
Stephen Lalor has contributed
some pieces himself and provided
very helpful advice to the
organizing committee.
For anybody interested in
participating in Mandolins Victoria
2013, please ring 03 9870 8686
or 03 9499 2899.
Danny Silver

It’s not too late !
Mandolins Victoria 2013
Monday January 7th to Sunday January 13th

Please direct all enquiries to:
Susan Hadfield from Concordia 03 9870 8686
Joan Harris from Mandolins D'Amour 03 9499 2899
Ray Kerslake from Melbourne Mandolin Orchestra 03 5474 9266
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Canberra Mandolin Orchestra
The CMO has been so busy with
community concerts and
performances since the last edition
that’s it hard to know where to
begin. So let’s start from this month
(November) and work back.
On 28 November we played a
concert for more than 250
members of the International
Women’s Club (WIC) of Canberra.
The club, with counterpart
organisations around the world,
fosters friendship and mutual
understanding among women of
different nationalities. Its
membership comprises a balance
of women from Australia and other
countries, with the Canberra group
drawn mainly from the diplomatic
corps.
We were invited to play by one of
our first mandolinists, Anita
Petersson, a member of WIC and
also wife of the Swedish
Ambassador here in Canberra. The
concert was part of the Club’s final
cultural event for the year and a
huge success.
On 25 November we played one
of our most unusual and fun
performances – two hours of
music for the luncheoners and
drinkers at Lerida Estate, one of
Canberra’s most picturesque
wineries.
Surrounded by barrels and with
verdant vineyards stretching down
the hill outside, we played to a
very enthusiastic, cheering and
highly engaged sell-out crowd.
Many sang along to our more well
known pieces.
Naturally we played for our lunch
(beautiful home-made gourmet
pies). We also received a generous
contribution for our orchestra
coffers and received a bottle of
Canberra wine apiece to take
Plucked Strings December 2012

home (yes, Canberra makes some
very fine wines).
To cap it off, the owner had to
quiet the crowd’s enthusiastic
applause after our finale in order
to invite us to give a return
performance in February. Of
course we accepted.
In October we performed at two
very interesting community
multicultural events. We joined
musicians from around the globe
at the World Cross Cultural Music
concert at the Tuggeranong Arts
Centre in Canberra’s south and,
later that month, we joined forces
with Canberra’s Dante Music Viva
Choir for an afternoon of Italian
favourites.
The choir is made up of members
of the Dante Alighieri Society of
Canberra, whose love of the
Italian language and music
inspires them to share their
passion through traditional songs
and opera favourites with
community. Three of our orchestra
members play regularly with this
choir.

These pieces joined our existing
repertoire of Greek music by
legends Mikis Theodorakis and
Manos Hadjidakis. The Greek
repertoire is among our favourite
genres, being so deeply moving
and working so well with plucked
instruments.
We had two rehearsals with the
singers and one with concert
pianist Yiannis Hadjiloizou, who
was touring Australia. The concert
was held in the ballroom of the
Hellenic Club and attracted an
enthusiastic audience of more than
400 people.
At the concluding speeches, our
collaboration was heartily praised,
and all members of the Canberra
Mandolin Orchestra were awarded
honorary Greek and Greek Cypriot
citizenship ! (Quite a number of
Canberra’s diplomatic community
were in the audience, so there’s no
going back..... :)

In August we performed a
selection of our new repertoire at
our own, well attended, paid
concert held at a charming little
church with a strange history.
The sell-out concert was held in
Canberra has few very old
the restaurant of Canberra’s Italo- buildings, but this is an exception.
Australian Club, (close by our
It was originally built in 1868 as a
usual rehearsal venue) with the
railway station for the Rookwood
box office donated equally to the
Cemetery in NSW (see photo), but
club and to an Italian earthquake
was relocated, block by block, to
victims fund.
Canberra in the 1950s making it
one of the oldest buildings in our
September saw what was easily
city. The acoustics were great, the
one of our most challenging and
audience appreciative and the
interesting collaborations – an
entire concert of Greek music led event resulted in a full page of
by an international Greek Cypriot photos and story in The Canberra
concert pianist and Greek singers. Times arts pages!
Several members of the orchestra
took song lead sheets from Ethos,
the resident group of singers at
Canberra’s Hellenic Club, and
wrote beautiful mandolin orchestra
accompaniments.

(See www.canberratimes.com.au/
photogallery/entertainment/
canberra-mandolin-orchestraconcertaugust-25-20120830-2533d.html )
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Canberra Mandolin Orchestra sets
up for a concert in the former 1868
Rookwood Cemetery railway
station, now All Souls church –
one of Canberra’s oldest buildings.
And last, but not least, we would
like to report that our conductor
and musical director, Michael
Sollis, is a State finalist (ACT) for
the 2013 Young Australian of the
Year Awards. His profile on the
Awards website reports that:
“Michael is.....an innovative
musician, published researcher in
anthropology, and much-performed
composer..... As well as directing
the Canberra Mandolin Orchestra,
Michael also directs the YMS Boys
Choir where, from the age of five,
children explore music ranging
from Australian bush songs to
musical theatre and rock.
Nationally, Michael is an
ambassador and advocate for
young musicians in his role as
Chair of the Australian Youth Music
Council, and ACT Manager for
Musica Viva Australia.”
Michael also directs his own highly
innovative mixed instrument group,
the Griffyn Ensemble. The group
plays four concerts a year (always

sold out) in Canberra, Melbourne
and Bendigo.
(See http://griffynensemble.com
for their 2013 season).
Of course, all of us in the CMO
think Michael should be Young
Australian of the Year (well, most
of the time we think that.....) for
his sake and for the glory of the
mandolin world. Good luck
Michael!
Stop Press: Just as I was sending
this I was alerted to the following
news that Michael last night was
granted a music award in the
2012 Canberra Critics’ Circle
Awards for:
“....his innovative guidance of the
Griffyn Ensemble, especially the

autumn concert at Mount Stromlo
for which he re-arranged Southern
Sky by composer-astronomer
Urmas Sisask for the full
ensemble; for his leadership as
conductor of the Canberra
Mandolin Orchestra and the Youth
Music Society Boys’ Choir; for his
new compositions and for his
advocacy of music and through it
Canberra, as chairman of the
Australian Youth Music Council
and the International Music
Council for Youth.”
Until the next edition, happy
plucking and a wonderful holiday
season to all from the Canberra
Mandolin Orchestra!
Sam Leone

CMO having a barrel
of fun at Lerida Estate
winery near Canberra
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delayed this year due to the
impact of the July Festival. On
Sunday November 4th we
performed our final concert at the
Rhein-Donau Club at 3 PM an
attentive audience.
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WAMO concludes its year with a
social dinner wind-up on
Wednesday 12th December
entertained by the Youth
Orchestra. The WAMO committee
has offered to pay for both WAMO
and WAYMO a buffet meal at the
There followed a small informal
Club. There will be short musical
Beginning with the delightful
‘handing over of the baton’
items from within the fraternity of
Sinfonia in G by Ugolino, this was ceremony as I invited Ana Milas to players and Rob Kay has offered
followed by my new piece ‘Music conduct the final short Spanish
another of his quirky and
for an Imaginary Ballet’ a
Jota.
entertaining quick quizzes.
summary of the characters from
the novel ‘For the Love of 7 Dolls’ Staying on afterwards to reflect on On behalf of all WAMO members
by Paul Gallico. A short text read
the afternoon I feel easy with the
I will extend our Seasons Greeting
between the 10 pieces gave some decision to step aside. After only
to all FAME members and trust
overview of the story. WAMO
two rehearsals now, sitting in the
that 2013 will be a positive and
then launched in to Wolki’s
back of mandola section, it feels
happy year of music making. I
Wiener Konzert with steady tempo good to be playing my new
trust those travelling to Victoria in
and agreeable dynamic nuances.
instrument and hearing things
January will also enjoy the
WAMO presented Luft’s Bagatelle from within. I can feel some solo
company and another week of
to conclude the first half. This was pieces for mandola and orchestra musical activities.
so the conductor (who had not
coming on!!
played the piece) could follow the
Robert Schulz
orchestra (who had).
In the brief period of her new role
as conductor Ana is proving to be
Following the Interval, a guitar trio a quick learner and
comprising Mark Blades, Bryan
the orchestra
Meyer and myself performed
seems happy with
Ambrosius’ 5 Bagatelles to
the switch. With
promote the guitar contribution of her own musical
the plucked string family. The
background (a
orchestra was then confronted
graduate from
with Baumann’s Sonatina in G
WAAPA and now
Major, a piece that stretched their head of music at
technical and musical capabilities. Melville Senior
Although the orchestra came up
High School) I am
with the goods with sufficient
confident she will
conviction, in retrospect many of take WAMO into
them were asking ‘why?’ The
2013 with a good
simple answer is that it is a great
degree of finesse.
piece of writing and a challenge.
We had some negative feedback
Now in my role as
from the audience (it is a lengthy
Music Director,
piece) and might well have been
together with
forgiven for taking it off the
leader Cath
program. However it remains as a Shackleton and
piece to be performed with
Ana we have
confidence and exactness
programmed an
sometime in the future. One
interesting series of
Baumann’s Sonatina filed away for later
strategy for 2013 is to look at a
concerts for 2013
similar work and allow WAMO 12 featuring soloists and the WA
months to rehearse before playing. Youth Mandolin Orchestra.
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Our special guest for the
afternoon was Allison Jacobs
playing the Oboe Concerto by
Wolki which made up for some of
the aforementioned taxing
listening.
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Melbourne Mandolin Orchestra
Busy is the word for it, the
MMO has been very busy
performing and organizing
events. New faces appeared in
the orchestra Nicholas Metha
from the Metha - Gartner family
joined us as a probationary
player and Werner Ruecker one
of our former conductors and a
wonderful guitarist returned
after a 10 year stay in
Wernerbool. Terry Harris
joined the orchestra to assist in
both the firsts and the seconds.

2013 which is shaping up to be
an exciting event. There is still
time to join in if you are
interested.

very musical interpretation of
Fred Witt's Mandola Concerto
on his still quite new German
mandola and our performance
of "La Montanara" a popular
In September Alexander
anthem which is sung
Grambow from Hamburg
arrived in Melbourne catapulted throughout the Swiss/Italian
Trentino. Tony Hofmann
by Tiger Airlines (be very
afraid....) into Heidelberg then provided Slava Iourgaev with
he was whisked to the German the music and he transformed it
into a good arrangement for the
Club Tivoli to hear the MMO
orchestra. Tony's colleagues in
play a joint concert with
Liedertafel Arion for the benefit Swiss Companion Singers
of the German Club Tivoli. The hummed softly as we played it.
It was lovely. We played
Takashi Nakatani has a new
choir sang Australian and
Armonie Alpini by the famous
position and works hours that
German songs - the orchestra
composer from Trento , Sartori.
are not friendly to playing or
played Wolki, Ambrosius,
rehearsing with an orchestra.
Kriedler and Witt and of course Stones of the Yarra Valley was
He hopes that in time he can
Kuwahara and Charlotte Bettsthe setting for our next concert,
return to the MMO.
Dean sang a lively version of
only a week later. Paula de
Michelle Nelson's Four Italian
Gillio played solo in the the first
Darryl Barron travelled to the
Arias. The Joint items were
movement of Pujol's Tangata.
US with Stephen Lalor's group
three well known German songs We hope to have the whole
Plektra. Jeremy Metha left the
In einem Kuhlen Grunde, Der
Concerto under fingers next
orchestra for a time to
Lindenbaum and Chianti Lied all year. The Song of the Minstrel
concentrate on his final exams
by Glazunov was played by
for VCE. We are hopeful that he arranged by Abram Iourgaev.
will get a great result for music. The audience was great and we Hedwin Lee, a cello student of
met many old friends.
Slava's. Darryl reprised the Witt
He played solo mandola.
Mandola Concerto. Ambrosius'
Koulaphides Suite for Allie,
In October we played at a
Fieirlicher Reigen and Wolki's
Beck-Larsen's Mandola
Charity Event Voices for the
Suite no. 2 were played very
Concerto with an
Voiceless organized by Carey
well. We lunched at Barbara
accompaniment for piano which Grammar for a Community
Jeremy wrote and Vivaldi 's C
Choir in Zimbabwe. We played and Wolff Gartner’s home after
major Concerto.
the Kuwahara and Darryl played a good concert.
Abram iourgaev has been ill but
is feeling better, getting stronger
and is looking forward to return
to our orchestra as soon as he
can.

the cadenza on his very very
new mandola with great
tenderness.

Donna and Ray Kerslake and
Danny Silver are committee
members for Mandolin Victoria

6

November found the MMO in
Daylesford for the Swiss Italian
Festival. The Chapel had a
beautiful acoustic. For me the
highlights were Darryl Barron's

The MMO looks forward to the
New Year with optimism and
wishes every one well for the
Festive Season and the coming
New Year.
Joan Harris,
Leader
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Mandolins D’Amour
Mandolins D'Amour are busy
preparing for their end of year
Concert which will be held on
December 6that our rehearsal
hall, the Uniting Church Centre,
Serrell St. East Malvern. It will
be followed by a yummy
supper.

followed by a joyous Pai Pai
(Bye Bye). Solos for mandolin
(Holly Brick), flute (Julie
Tiedemann) and voice (Margo
Clancy) are included in the
program.

MDA has had a busy year
preparing for our two usual
We are most fortunate to have
concerts and playing three
Terry Harris as our guest
other small concerts. One for
conductor. He has an excellent charity concert held by the
conducting technique and to
Uniting Church Centre Serrell
our delight he has contributed
St.
his (and John MacGregor's)
The other was a private
arrangement of The Greek Suite.
Concert for Grace Bradshaw, a
This work consists of two works
guitarist who retired from MDA
of Zambetas. Departure is sad
at the beginning of the year

MDA members played at the
Retirement home.
Grace had played the guitar for
most of her life and was an
early member of the MMO and
played in many small groups.
This month a small group of
MDA headed off to the Newport
RSL and played a Concert that
"went down very well"
The Members of MDA wish you
all the best for the Festive
Season and a very happy and
musical New Year.
Joan Harris
Conductor MDA

Mandolins in Brisbane
It is nearly Christmas and where
has the year gone?

player, who always responds to
his ideas, is rewarding. This was
Since our last contribution there reflected in his award at the
have been many changes to MIB. Aspen Music School where he
won the most prestigious
First but by no means least, all
American Academy of
the concerts planned for both
Conducting Award at Aspen.
groups have been successful:
Those who know Nathan well
The second half of 2012 has
would be aware of how hard
been busy practising with
Nathan works at his craft – he
Brisbane Mandolins performing
was awarded the prestigious
several concerts to community
Robert J Harth Conductor Prize,
groups: Aveo Retirement village
which carries with it the
where the audience was most
invitation to return to Aspen the
appreciative. Allan Hall returned following summer as an
to conduct this as Nathan was
Academy Conductor on
overseas in Aspen. We thank
Fellowship. So at the end of his
Allan most sincerely for stepping time with us (regrettably) Nathan
in so willingly.
will return to Aspen in 2013. We
will surely miss Nathan and wish
Nathan has challenged us all
him every best wish as he
with each performance, to think
continues to grow as a
outside the square and has
Conductor for, we know, a
presented some of the most
wonderful future in the world of
enchanting and creative
approaches to performances with conducting orchestras. We have
been truly blessed to have had
QMO in particular. The way in
which he forms the whole music such a talent who has challenged
repertoire and challenges each
Plucked Strings December 2012

and worked with both QMO and
Brisbane Mandolins.
QMO performed in 2 concerts to
very appreciative audiences in
2012. QMO was to present a
new innovative approach to
Jephtha in 2012, however due to
a range of issues was unable in
the end to perform this planned
arrangement in 2012; plans are
afoot to perform this in 2013 in
the first half of the year. Nathan
has made a commitment to stay
to conduct this arrangement
which will introduce another
Timothy Tate composition:
Jephtha’s Vow is a tragic story of
ambition, greed and love. Many
composers have created works
inspired by this tragic story. This
new commission from Mandolins
in Brisbane incorporates settings
by Baroque composers Carissimi
and Handel as well as new music
by Timothy Tate.
This new version of the Jephtha
story is scored for an ensemble of
7
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Brendan). As our Treasurer found
it necessary to resign, Robert
Tindal was elected in that role.
Since then we have been
working hard to support and
inform Brendan who held a very
valuable ‘Day of Review’ and
getting to know the rest of the
Murray Green after many years of committee and explore some
involvement with MIB has found possibilities for the future growth
of MIB. We all look forward to
the need to retire from all
working as a team and towards a
positions due to ill health...
great future. We have been
Murray and Willi have both
extremely blessed to have had
retired from active membership
some valuable support in setting
and will take time now to enjoy
some quality life whilst still being new goals with an enthusiastic
team!
two of the great ‘supporters and
encouragers’ of QMO and
As this is the last Plucked Strings
Brisbane Mandolins. Willi will
for 2012 it leaves us in no doubt
continue to Victoria to play in the that the future looks bright for
firsts and in fact will lead the
MIB! The many talented players
seconds in Melbourne in January in MIB give great energy to our
2013 at the Mandolins Victoria.
mission to present the audiences
We will surely miss their
with new sounds and different
enthusiasm, commitment and
approaches to the sound of the
devotion on the executive but
mandolin and what it can offer!
will remember their contribution As Nathan is moving on to
that has surely built MIB over the further his career in 2013 it left
many, many years at the helm!
us with the need to find a new
QMO orchestra, flutes, violas,
cello, bass and percussion and
features singers performing the
roles of Jephtha, Filia and a
chorus of Soldiers and Israelites.
We plan to perform this work in
May 2013. So be prepared and
watch this space!!!

At a Special General Meeting in
September, new committee
members were elected:
President: Brendan Smyth (see
the following article from

conductor and another of our
talented guitarists, Joel Woods,
willing to take on this role.
Already he has shown great skill
and is able to play mandolin
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almost as if he has played it for a
long time!! Welcome Joel! Joel
has completed his Masters in
Classical Guitar at The Qld
Conservatorium attached to
Griffith University with honours!
Joel as also been responsible for
recruiting 2 new guitarists – Ian
Ahles and Will Towne who are
extremely talented as well and
we welcome them aboard!
Marissa Carroll will be the Music
Director of QMO. We are
thrilled to have both players
continue their ‘growth’ as
musicians in these new roles for
them.
Next year we plan to develop a
Training Orchestra which we
hope to commence in mid
February 2013. Joel Woods and
Sue Flower will be the tutors
with support from Marissa
Carroll and of course the players
behind them to support as well.
As the year draws to a close, all
Members of the Executive, QMO
and Brisbane Mandolins wish all
a very Happy and Safe Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year, and
may we all return refreshed ready
for a bumper 2013!
Robyn Tindal

…..and more from MIB - introducing their new president
Hello Everyone

Spain in July, where I proposed
and she accepted and then on the
Time to introduce myself. I am
Brendan Smyth, new President of How did I get involved? It started 11 February 2012 on the beach at
Casuarina, NSW, Mandy Evans
Mandolins in Brisbane, which
for me at The Plough Inn Hotel,
(Mandolins in Brisbane) married
incorporates the Queensland
Southbank having quiet drinks
me. During this time I also met
Mandolin Orchestra and Brisbane with friends on the 12 February
her wonderful father, Peter, who
Mandolins. Let me say at the
2011. This gorgeous woman
recently died and was well
outset, I have never played any
walked in and sat opposite me,
instrument in my life and if late
and then I sat beside her and one known in Melbourne Mandolin
Circles.
September, 2012, someone said I thing led to another, a trip to
8

would have been in this position
(well you know how it goes).
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Contact details have changed for
a number of things. Please
amend your diaries and phone.
We have a new email address.
mandolinsinbrisbane@hotmail.com

Please do not send further emails
to the bigpond account. It is
Willi Green’s address and it will
be good for her to receive fewer
emails so Murray and she can
have more time together. We have
a new telephone number. It is
0498611419. My personal
number is 0412725651. We are
also on Facebook. Please like us.

Mandy Evans and Brendan Smyth on their wedding day
Please read his obituary in the
September edition of Plucked
Strings. (I am already finding new
magazines to read)

in Lower Templestowe (in the pub
actually). I was schooled by the
Marist brothers at Camberwell,
Bulleen and Bendigo. I joined
the Victoria Police April fool’s day
As well as the magazines I have
1974 and resigned Remembrance
been given a wealth of
Day 1994 as a Sergeant. Owned
information from Murray Green
and ran a country hotel for 4
(past President) who has now
retired. This appointment will be years and moved to Qld in 1999.
a steep learning curve for me, but I worked in the 000 room at the
Ambulance and Police
it is a challenge I take on with
Switchboard and
enthusiasm. Mandolins in
Communications, other
Brisbane have achieved much in
government jobs, before settling
the past. In 2013, we intend to
start a training orchestra. Maybe it in as bus operator at Bowen Hills
is a bit of Peter rubbing off on me. Bus Depot. I am president the
Bowen Hills Bus Depot Social
It is important to keep the group
Club building membership from
evolving, to keep the interest,
encourage new membership and 60 to about t170 now. I am a
Justice of the Peace (Qualified). I
increase our audience base.
walk with Brisbane Thirsty Hash
I will just digress here and let you Hash Harriers and Bayside Hash
know something of my history. I
House Harriers (sometimes I even
was born in Melbourne and Lived get the urge to run).

That should do it this time. A big
thank you to Murray, Willi and
Robyn who have and continue to
assist me in the handover. My
office has sprouted a new filing
cabinet. Really the old one was
tired and too full. Over the
coming months, I should get up
to speed and be ready to advance
Mandolins in Brisbane next year.
Lastly Mandy and I will be
attending Mandolins Victoria
2013. I will be there for the
weekend, so it will be good to
place faces with names and meet
new friends.
Brendan Smyth

Correction
On page 6 of the September 2012 edition of Plucked Strings ‘Farewell Pete’ - the last sentence of first
paragraph should read ‘It is hard to see how Peter managed time for mandolin and music…’
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Auckland Mandolinata
We finished off a great winter
season back in September and
since then have been working on
music for a few concerts around
town and Christmas songs for
our regular gig “busking” to raise
funds for the Auckland City
Mission. A highlight of the last
few months was playing as a
guest ensemble at the Auckland
Philharmonic Orchestra open
day in the Auckland Town Hall
(not on the main stage
unfortunately!). We played to a
very receptive audience with a
number of musicians present and
were surprised to receive a
spontaneous vocal
accompaniment to Another
Shade of Blue.

Our numbers are swelling and
there always seems to be fresh
interest from new players, which
is a great sign for the future of the
Mandolinata. Numbers are
approaching 30 and with a 10+
strong second mandolin section
we have received complements
on the richness of the sound in
our concerts. With so many new
players we have had a great time
going over many of the old
favourites from the repertoire, and
with the experienced players
taking the lead the newer ones
have made great progress.

will include a wide selection of
styles from musical numbers such
as Ragtime and Gounod’s Faust to
Shubert’s Moments Musicaux and
some suites for mandolin
orchestra by composers Paul Lewis
and Anthony Halligan. In all it
looks to be a good year ahead and
we should have some new and
interesting music to keep our
audience (and ourselves) well
entertained.
A huge thank you to the whole
orchestra and everyone involved
in helping out over the year, and
here’s looking forward to a great
year to come.

2013 is looking busy with our first
performance kicking off the year
in January at the Auckland Botanic
Gianni Flego
Gardens. New music for the year

The orchestra tuning up for one of our highlights for the year - a concert in
the Auckland Museum atrium.

10
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PLEKTRA [Sydney] Mandolin Ensemble
CMSA Minneapolis 2012

The response to Stephen’s & Plektra’s performances
and debut CD was overwhelmingly positive.
The Americans found both the playing and the
repertoire refreshing and remarkably well-performed
as an ensemble.
After the convention, Stephen flew east to give a
performance/presentation to mandolin players in
New York. He also took part in a rehearsal by the
excellent Providence Mandolin Orchestra while
staying with Mark & Beverly Davis. Fiona Orenstein
joined Stephen & the Davis’ for a House Concert in
their beautiful performance space in Connecticut.

Sydney’s Plektra Mandolin Ensemble was invited to
join Stephen Lalor at the CMSA (Classical Mandolin
Society of America) Convention in Minneapolis,
Minnesota in October 2012. Stephen was invited to
give two workshop presentations and a solo recital
at the convention. Plektra also played a set, as well
as performing as part of the massed Convention
mandolin orchestra.

Thanks to CMSA’s Lou, Dotty & Jonathan for their
warm hospitality & Jack the bass player in particular
for the guided tour of the Mississippi and Bob Dylan
hangouts in Minnesota. (And to Mark & Beverly for
taking us to the Aero Diner in Connecticut – a
personal highlight – SL). And thanks to MMO’s
Darryl Barron who stood in for Yuri on this trip.
plektraensemble@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/PlektraMandolin
Stephen Lalor
It was a particularly well-run and enjoyable
convention – very like a FAME camp but condensed
into 5 days. Highlights included the workshops given
by European classical players such as Carlo Aonzo,
and a range of American players from a variety of
mandolin traditions. It was a great opportunity to
meet and hear players many of us had previously
known by name only.

Plucked Strings December 2012
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COZMO
Whew... the end of the year races
around fast, doesn't it? It seems
like no time at all since we
presented our last report to PS on
COZMO’s activities. Since August,
we have been using a great space
in the Hellenic Club in Canberra
City, under its community
program, for our rehearsals. Our
thanks to WAMO’s Rob Kay and
other Zupf colleagues for the very
useful chats we had around the
dining tables at the Perth FAME
Festival in July 2012, giving us
ideas and leads to help improve
what we do - the power of
networking, thanks to the
existence of FAME! This venue has
worked out very well, giving our
members the opportunity to
socialise before and after
rehearsals downstairs, with meals
and beverages readily available.
COZMO and COZYMO (more
about this below) have been very
busy since our last missive. New
COZMO members have been
getting acquainted with our
repertoire and, for the newbies
who have come from a violin
background, rising to the
challenge of plucking rather than
bowing. It is quite amazing - and
gratifying - how pieces can
develop more when one revisits
them with new players. New
approaches to dynamics,
articulations and tempo variations
can breathe fresh life into pieces!
I mentioned COZYMO before not a typo but COZMO’s new
learning group, known more

formally as Capital of Australia
‘Youth’ (in age and/or experience!)
Mandolinata. We started it up in
August 2012 to introduce new
players to instruments such as
mandolin, guitar, mandola and
mandocello and to help them
develop the specialised skills
involved in reading music and
ensemble playing. COZYMO
participants over the past few
months have been gaining new
playing skills on their instruments
(mandolin, mandocello and
guitar), new music reading skills,
and coming to grips with the
challenges of ensemble playing.
Of course, we have an ulterior
motive too: to ‘grow’ new
COZMO players, as well as having
‘already grown’ players join - and
it’s working! More big thankyous
are due here - to Robert Schulz
and everyone who participated in
Robert’s Teaching Workshop at the
Perth FAME Festival, for the ideas
and information shared in that
workshop and subsequently in
trans-Oz and trans-Tas emails.
COZYMO participants have been
coming to weekly small-group
sessions at our rehearsal venue at
the Hellenic Club, practising hard
between sessions to gain
confidence and skills on their
chosen instruments and
developing a simple repertoire.
They’ve all made leaps forward
(from quite large through to huge!)
in their playing and reading
abilities, with several just about
ready to move into COZMO. In

early February another semesterlong ‘COZYMO Learning Group Beginning’ will run again, and for
those not yet ready for COZMO,
we’ll also be running a semesterlong ‘COZYMO Learning Group Continuing’, at the end of which
more players will feed into
COZMO.
Our final activity for this year will
be our afternoon Summer Concert
on 16 December at the Hellenic
Club in the City. Speaking of huge
leaps, COZYMO participants will
be ready to present their newlyacquired playing skills with a short
program of mandolin duets,
mandocello duets and ‘old time’
American pieces, and COZMO
will perform a pot-pouri of music
including some Bach and Handel,
Rob Kay’s wonderful ‘Pennyglen’,
an Irish medley and a tango something for everyone! The
concert will also provide a great
opportunity to showcase what can
be learned by keen and
enthusiastic adult learners in a
short space of time, and perhaps
attract some audience members to
participate in our next COZYMO
learning group.
COZMO wishes all our Zupf
colleagues a wonderful Christmas
and holiday season, and we look
forward to playing with you in
2013!
Lea O’Brien

Deadline for March edition of Plucked Strings

Friday 22nd February
Writers, can you please do your best to get articles to me by the due date. It makes for a lot of
extra work juggling pages to include articles of varying lengths arriving in dribs and drabs.
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everything else!) and I did the
mandola part on mandolin with Paul
Dunville on classical guitar. We
Well another successful Pilbara Music played a great rendition of La
festival, in its 36th year this year,with Margarita, an old favourite from years
ago, and it was very well received.
quite a number of young guitarists
We were awarded an Outstanding
performing and also a few more
Performance and also awarded the
mandolins.
Music Festival Ensemble Shield for
I had 12 young students aged 7 to 16 best performance for an adult
on the stage for the Pilbara Junior
instrumental ensemble. Well done
Classical Guitar Ensemble, and they
everyone. We do though look very
were awarded an encouragement
serious in the photo!
award for their performance. Andrew
and David (who we met at the Perth All my guitar students excelled at the
music festival, David receiving
FAME festival) together with another
theSilver Pick Award, Ethan receiving
young lad, up and coming guitarist
a Gold Award and Andrew receiving
Ethan Smith (12) formed the Black
Rock Guitar Trio and were awarded a A GoldAward and Best Guitarist
under 18 and also the highest award
Silver Award and trophy for their
which is the best overall performance
performances. David had the
at the music festival, the Bicentennial
opportunity to play the Vivaldi
Silver Cup for his performance on
Concerto 1st Movement with Allan
guitar playing the Asturias. Andrew
Banks our Adjudicator at the final
awards concert. It was a very moving took his grade 3 AMEB classical
guitar exam the following week and
performance. Allan was very taken
with David and all the guitar students received an A+ yet again. He now has
4 x A+ certificates from AMEB. Well
and gave an hour long guitar
done Andrew.
workshop with 17 guitar students
aged from 6 to 17 in technique and
The music festival went off very well
fun playing, even just using 3 notes
and no doubt will be an ongoing
on the 1st string, and David did a lot
festival as it is supported so much by
of ad libbing which enhanced the
the Town of Port Hedland Council
whole workshop. We had fun and
and many local businesses
learned a lot at the same time.
throughout the Pilbara. Thanks also
to AMEB and Theos Music for
Our "Pilbara Mandolins" (pictured
sponsorship as well.
above) once again formed, with my
son Chris on 1st, David on 2nd (and

PILBARA MUSIC FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 2012
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I will need to slow down a bit with
having recently had a minor stoke,
so I may have to take more of a back
seat next year and direct from a chair!
(always wanted to sit in one of those
directors chairs!) We will see how the
early part of 2013 pans out. I am
slowly getting back into teaching after
being made to quit for 4 weeks, so
Christmas and the New Year break
will see me on a real go slow too! I
will be in Perth for a number of
weeks so it will be a nice break. My
gorgeous daughter Jana flew up to be
with me which was wonderful, and
thankyou to everyone for your well
wishes and flowers and hundreds of
texts and emails and cards. It has
been tremendously overwhelming
and brought tears to my eyes quite a
few times. Thankyou. xxx
Best wishes now remain to be sent
out to everyone. Thankyou Perth for
a great festival this year, it was
wonderful to catch up with you all.
Jana and I will have to re-record the
camp song and maybe put it on
YouTube. Could be fun! Have fun at
Mandolins Victoria in January. Sorry I
cant be there to share it this time.
Best wishes, Merry Christmas and
New Year wishes for a safe , happy
healthy time.
Kind regards
Jan Gillingham.
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Review: ‘The Classical Mandolin’ by Paul Sparks
In relation to my current tertiary
music studies in which I have
majored in Classical Mandolin
performance, I purchased a hardcopy edition of ‘The Classical
Mandolin’ by Paul Sparks (Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 2005 ISBN 978-0-19-816295-7.) I was
pleasantly surprised when it
arrived from the USA within a
week of ordering through
Amazon.

and geographical location (e.g.
Sparks winds his way
Italy, France, USA, England, et al). geographically through Italy in an
The work begins with the decline effort to determine exactly why
the mandolin experienced a
of the mandoline (the more
renaissance as the twentieth
popular four-course instrument)
century approached, and reveals
and mandolino (a six-course
that there was not just one
instrument also known as the
contributing factor to this
Milanese mandolin) as concert
resurgence. The establishment of
instruments following the end of
mandolin societies (known as
the Napoleonic Wars in 1815.
Sparks rightfully identifies Italy as circolimandolinisti) in Florence,
Milan, Rome and Naples
the fertile ground for the
comprising professional teacherAlthough the mandolin is now
beginning and rise of the
performers and serious amateurs
regarded as something of an
mandolin in its present classical
was important for introducing the
outsider in the classical world, a
form but points out that
general public to mandolin music
little over a century ago it was one ambivalent reviews and general
and people outside of Italy were
of the most widely played
public indifference hindered the
developing a taste for Italian
instruments throughout Europe
progression of the instrument
and North America. Regularly
during a time when the piano and melody and were increasingly
attracted to the mandolin’s unique
used in operas and symphonies by bowed stringed instruments
timbre. And, of course, the
mainstream composers, as well as underwent vast structural
mandolin’s modest cost, exotic
forming the basis of plucked
developments. By the midassociations and the ease with
instrument orchestras, the
nineteenth century the mandolin
which simple tunes could be
mandolin could be heard in some was “a symbol of a far-off age of
produced contributed to its
of the most famous concert halls
pastoral simplicity and chaste
growing popularity.
as well as being considered a
seduction” and attracted little
legitimate instrument of study at
attention from Romantic
Sparks’ third chapter ‘1892-1918’
countless music academies.
composers who favoured
is a detailed analysis of the
extended
melodic
lines
and
a
growing number of professional
The Classical Mandolin, together
virtuoso mandolinists to develop
with Sparks’ (and co-author James grandiose orchestral sound.
out of Italy during the first
Tyler’s)The Early Mandolin: The
Following the unification of Italy
decades of the twentieth century.
Mandolino and the Neapolitan
in 1861, the mandolin slowly
Mandoline (Oxford UP, 1989),
regained popularity, aided by the Particular attention is devoted to
famous composers and performers
provides the first comprehensive
patronage of Crown Princess
who battled on behalf of their
historiographical survey of the
Margherita, yet the mandolin
instruments with a determination
mandolin’s development.This
remained virtually unknown to
to raise the status of the mandolin
most recent book takes up where most people outside of Italy,
the earlier left off, examining the
Sparks traces the growing amateur to the level of serious
consideration and the lives of
mandolin’s history from 1815 to
following within that country as
Carlo Munier and Rafaelle
the recent present, tracing the rise well as touching briefly on the
of the modern Neapolitan
mandolin’s developing popularity Calace, who were and remain
mandolin and exploring the lives
in other countries in Europe with pioneers of mandolin music and
instrumentation are prominent.
of leading specialist composers as their steadily growing Italian
well as examining aspects of
technique. To avoid a mere
analytical tone, Sparks, who holds
a doctorate in mandolin, provides
the reader with a succinct
detailing of the socio-economic
context as each new chapter
examines a specific time period
14

migrant populations. He provides
an interesting insight noting that
people outside of Italy,
particularly in the USA, frequently
confused the Spanish bandurria
for the mandolin which added to
the belief amongst Europeans that
the mandolin was a Spanish
instrument.

In dealing with ‘The USA and
Elsewhere’, little of the mandolin
orchestra movement is discussed
which was the real impetus for
interest in the classical Neapolitan
mandolin in the United States.
While mention of mandolin
orchestras appearing in virtually
every country which Western
Plucked Strings December 2012
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names connected with the
mandolin over the past 60 years.
Sparks humbly apologizes to those
composers, players and orchestras
whom may have been overlooked
but this chapter should not,
however, be taken alone as a
Having an enduring love affair
with my Lyon & Healy mandolin, I statement of the mandolin’s
existence since the Second World
would have liked to see more
War. Sadly, any Australian readers
information about the
patiently waiting to read of the
phenomenally popular Gibson
mandolin in their home country
and Lyon & Healy instrument
will be disappointed. Sparks
houses that were making up to
devotes only one paragraph to the
7000 mandolins annually during
mandolin movement in Australia
the late 1890s and well into the
despite the instrument having
1900s.
origins back as early as the
In the chapter, ‘1918-1945:
beginning of the twentieth
Germany, Austria and the
century. Similarly, the classical
Emergence of a New Style’, in
mandolin has become a great
addition to examining the
favourite of the Japanese in the
increasing popularity of the
past century to the extent that
mandolin in Germany, Sparks
there are many hundreds of
examines the mandolin’s role in
mandolin and guitar ensembles in
political movements in Germany. this country alone. This may be
Prior to World War I, organised
attributed to the fact that the
playing in the local Zupforchester sound of the mandolin can be
was common, but after 1918 the
compared closely with that of the
mandolin was increasingly
traditional Japanese plucked
adopted by socialists, who
stringed instrument known as the
considered it an instrument
Koto. While Sparks discusses
capable of achieving social
Japanese composers and
unification. Sparks’ vivid
historians of the mandolin - and
illustration of how the mandolin
there have been a significant
was used in the service of politics number - he does not devote
by organisations like the
adequate space given the
politically neutral Deutscher
proliferation of the mandolin in
Mandolinen-und GitarrenspielerJapan.
Bund and the avowedly socialist
Sparks concludes his book with a
DeutscherArbeiterMandolinistenBund is fascinating. chapter devoted to useful
information about the Neapolitan
While the mandolin remained an mandolin, including an
integral part of ordinary musicintroduction to mandolin
making in other parts of Europe,
techniques and some ‘useful
the increased pace of life and
addresses’ for contacting
changing tastes in commercial
mandolin organisations, suppliers
music between the Wars saw the
and publishers throughout the
slow decline of the mandolin after world. As he acknowledges, this
periods of great success in the
chapter should not be taken as a
USA and Britain.
tutor for the instrument and any
experienced player will find this
The chapter ‘1945 to the Present
Day’ provides a discussion, albeit chapter of minimal use. However,
the ‘useful addresses’ section lists
very brief, of the most significant
Plucked Strings December 2012
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journals which can provide
valuable information on the
various makers of the mandolin
and is convenient for those
wishing to make international
contacts. The appendix ‘The
Mandolin and Related
Instruments: Brief Definitions’
provides a useful list of the variety
of names associated to the
mandolin and mandolin hybrids
and the exhaustive bibliography
should prove valuable for those
wishing to conduct further study.
The Classical Mandolin is a well
thought out and well documented
scholarly work and most certainly
worth having as a reference for all
those interested in furthering their
knowledge of the unique history
of the classical mandolin. As a
reader already well versed in the
mandolin’s evolution over the past
two centuries, I can confidently
say that Sparks has contributed to
my appreciation of this instrument
and has opened up new ideas on
historical performance practise
that I had not previously
considered. I believe the book’s
ultimate aim is to assist today’s
players in producing artistically
satisfying performances through
an understanding of the sociocultural and performance contexts
in which this unjustly neglected
instrument once flourished.

MARISSA CARROLL
Classical Mandolinist
University of Queensland 2012
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ZUPF in Europe
– a story of recent travel and new friendships as told by two COZMOnauts
It all started in June, at the
fabulous Mandolin Symposium
in Santa Cruz, California,
master-minded by the amazing
Dave Grisman and Mike
Marshall. We had such a
wonderful time at that
Symposium, learned so much
and met such brilliant
musicians – including classical
mandolinist Caterina
Lichtenberg, swing mandolinist/
guitarist Don Stiernberg and
guitarist/conductor Mirko
Schrader, that we jumped at the
chance to do it all again in
October at the 3rd EUMAG
Academy 2012 in Trossingen,
Germany. Initially, we’d
thought we might be able to
squeeze in both the German
Academy and the annual CMSA
(Classical Mandolin Society of
America) plucked-string
orchestra camp in Minnesota
USA, also in October.
However, not even a Lear jet
could have got us to both as it
turned out, because instead of
being programmed for different
weeks as hoped, they were on
at the exact same time! We
opted for Trossingen this year,
and have promised ourselves
the fun of a CMSA camp in
2013.

(via a finger of territory
belonging to the Czech
Republic), and catch up with
new German friends made at
the Brisbane FAME festival and
renewed at the Perth FAME
festival. The itinerary still
looked a bit empty (just joking),
so for our last two days in
Europe, we drove across in the
pouring rain to Biezenmortel in
the Netherlands to observe the
morning and afternoon
rehearsals of the Dutch
Mandolin Chamber Orchestra
conducted by Benny Ludemann
and his son Marco Ludemann
(all Perth FAME festival
participants will have very fond
memories of Marco, our
conductor there). Then we
were off to an Alban Berg
Ensemble Concert that evening
in Arnhem in which Marco was
playing mandolin, and on our
final full day we attended the
first day of Keith Harris’ and
Benny Ludemann’s four-day
Open Mandolin Course back at
Biezenmortel before driving
back to Frankfurt and home the
next morning.

It was a great pity that we’d
booked our return flight weeks
before knowing about the dates
of Keith’s and Benny’s course as
So, October saw us have one of it would have been wonderful
the busiest (and equal best)
to have stayed for the whole 4
sixteen days of our musicdays and play in the finale
playing lives. Having registered concert. This course was the
for the 4-day EUMAG Academy, last one to be run by Benny and
involving a trip of about 15,000 Keith but plans are afoot for
kilometres one way, we thought some next generation players to
we should do a few other things step up and take over the
while in the vicinity. So we put organising reins.
together a program to visit some Sixteen days of madness really,
orchestras in Germany, make a
but it was all well and truly
trek to the very old Musikstadt
worth it, for the fun had and the
town of Markneukirchen in the friendships made!
far eastern corner of Germany
16

A bit about the European
Mandolin And Guitar (EUMAG)
Academy, Trossingen:
This is an annual four-day camp
organised by the European
Guitar and Mandolin Association
(EGMA; see http://www.egmaonline.org), in cooperation with
the Bundes-akademie
Trossingen. Each year the
Academy invites the attendance
of “all mandolin and guitar
enthusiasts, who want to
broaden their horizon and
further their knowledge and
skills”. It certainly delivered on
this offer. The topic for this
year’s Academy was ‘American
Mandolin’ and ‘Brasilian
Mandolin’ and the integration of
the classical guitar into this
special genre of music, with the
aim of creating a forum to meet
for musicians from different
styles of music from ‘classical’ to
‘popular’. Five internationally
acclaimed musicians were
engaged to deliver a full program
of workshops, classes, lectures
and concerts, punctuated at
regular intervals by the most
amazing, delicious, restaurantquality meals we’d ever seen
offered at a camp of any kind
(apart from the Santa Cruz camp
where the food dazzled not only
in quality but also quantity!).
The five tutors were Caterina
Lichtenberg (mandolin, artistic
director), Germany; Mike
Marshall (mandolin/guitar/
fiddle/workshops), USA; Don
Stiernberg (mandolin/guitar/
workshops), USA; Thomas
Fellow (guitar/workshops),
Germany; and Mirko Schrader
(guitar/orchestra/workshops),
Germany.
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On the final night of the
Trossingen Academy, we all gave
a concert in which the Academy
orchestra, Mirko and Thomas’s
classes, “Donny’s Band” and all
the tutors played to a good-sized
audience of local Zupf-lovers,
The daily schedule began at nine showing what we’d achieved
during 3½ short days. Of course
a.m. with a 75-minute ‘meet the
we had a party afterwards, with
tutor’ session with each of the
lots of socialising and… you
tutors, with Mike interviewing
each about their particular area of guessed… more playing!
music, influences and
The orchestras visited:
instruments, and playing musical Some weeks before our departure
examples to illustrate. These
from Oz we’d been in touch with
were fascinating sessions full of
Keith Harris by email who very
all kinds of material that gave
helpfully gave us all sorts of
great insights into the music lives information on which to base our
of our tutors. A class with the
itinerary, the starting point being
tutor of one’s choice then
an article he’d recently written for
followed, in areas ranging (over
the CMSA’s quarterly Mandolin
the 4 days) from basic chords,
Journal, about the German
choro, bluegrass guitar,
Orchestra Competition held in
improvisation, harmony, jazz
May 2012, at which he was one
mandolin, groove and more. After of the judges. This competition,
lunch each day Mike, Caterina,
staged by the German Music
Don and Thomas each gave a
Board every four years, invites
two-hour master-class (pick one!), participation by amateur
while Mirko ran sessions on
orchestras across Germany in five
arrangement.
categories including Plucked
String. We hoped that we could
After a five p.m. coffee and cake
break each day, we had Orchestra arrange to visit some of these, to
learn at least something from
rehearsals (readers with Mirko,
what they do and apply it to our
non-readers with Don), then
own ensemble back in Oz. The
dinner followed by a one-hour
article listed the results gained by
lecture. Germany’s most highlythe 12 finalist ensembles, with
regarded and respected luthier,
Alfred Woll (who built Caterina’s the top three rated as
‘Outstanding’ and the next five as
‘soloiste mandoline’ pictured on
‘Very Good’, so we put together
some of her CD covers), gave a
an itinerary based on the
most interesting first evening’s
possibility of visiting these
lecture about his career as a
orchestras to see how they
luthier, with his instruments on
rehearsed and to chat with their
show to illustrate. The second
members and their conductor if
evening’s lecture, given by
possible. Their locations and the
Caterina and Mike, gave us an
insight into their separate careers day they rehearsed determined
whether we could get to them,
and influences before they met
and it also depended on whether
and how they have been
we could contact them to request
influencing and stretching each
a visit. We found out all sorts of
other’s musical interests since
then. Jam sessions followed until things as our planning proceeded,
such as the value of orchestras
the early hours.
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putting their rehearsal venue, day
and time on the front page of
their websites (many had this vital
info buried deep in their web
pages, or not at all), and what the
German word for ‘rehearsal’ is!
In order to maximise the number
of rehearsal visits we could do in
our time in Germany, we also had
the help of an amazing online
map, put together by a German
mandolinist Michael
Reichenbach, of all the mandolin
orchestras in Germany – over 200
of them! You can find this map
on his website at: http://
www.mandoisland.de/
eng_index.html, along with all
sorts of other fabulous mandorelated resources. We were lucky
enough to meet and talk with
Michael at the Trossingen
Academy, and he was quite
chuffed that his website had
come in so handy for us.
It turned out that many orchestras
in Germany meet on a Thursday
or Friday evening (we had one of
each available) and very few on a
Monday or Tuesday evening (and
we had three of each of these)! In
the end, we were lucky enough to
be able to visit six orchestras
located in southern and central
Germany. At the risk of this
article becoming even longer, we
would like to mention something
of our experiences at each of
these orchestra visits, all most
useful and very varied.
From Frankfurt airport we drove
south to Ötigheim, where we
observed a rehearsal of the
children’s orchestra and the youth
orchestra of the Mandolin &
Guitar Orchestra Ötigheim, and
participated in the rehearsal of
the main orchestra, conducted by
Arnold Sesterheim. They
welcomed us warmly (in German
and a bit of English) – a
wonderful introduction to
Germany and German mandolin
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playing, jet-lagged and all as we
were! The MGO’s main orchestra
was awarded the equal-highest
score of 24.0 out of 25 in the
German Mandolin Orchestra
Competition, so it was a great
chance to see what they do to be
so good. A number of their
players, now in their mid-30s to
early-40s, began to learn their
instrument at the age of eight or
so, which would have helped!
They also paid close attention to
their conductor’s quietly
delivered instructions and to each
other’s playing, all working well
together.
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and their two very little girls were
amazingly hospitable, having
invited us by email to stay at their
home after the rehearsal, outside
the village of Wessobrun, about
an hour’s drive from Eichenau
along narrow country lanes. The
view in the morning was
spectacular, with the snowcovered Alps off in the distance
and picturesque cows closer to
home, and a wonderful spread of
hot coffee, fresh rolls, meats and
cheeses on the breakfast table.
Oliver’s ensemble is unique in
that he doesn’t actually conduct
More driving the next day took us out the front a lot of the time, but
makes his ensemble members
As the next day was German
to Ettlingen, where we met and
responsible for time, dynamics
Unity Day, a national public
played with the Mandolinen
and so on, while he plays double
holiday, there were no rehearsals Orchester Ettlingen, directed by
bass. His approach clearly
available for us to attend and
the wonderfully idiosyncratic
indeed the country was pretty
Boris Bagger, a renowned guitarist works, evidenced by the fact that
his ensemble was the other equal
much closed, apart from pubs –
who duos with the equally
so we spent that evening in a
famous mandolinist Detlev Tewes first place-getter in the German
Orchestra Competition (plucked
crowded but cosy restaurant/bar
who also conducts an orchestra
in Kehl. After the next four days
(which we couldn’t visit, as their string division). Ensemble
Roggenstein, a very tight and
spent at the EUMAG Academy in rehearsals, ordinarily held on
Trossingen, we made our way
Wednesdays, had been cancelled well-disciplined orchestra, also
played the most technically
north to Appenweier, where we
due to German Unity Day). A
difficult pieces that we saw
participated in the rehearsal of
little embarrassingly for us (!),
during our stay, executing them
Mandolinen und Gitarrenverein
Boris welcomed us with great
with great accuracy and
Appenweier, directed by
enthusiasm and frequently
Christine Deutscher. The
chatted to Col, asking his opinion considerable taste. Playing with
them had its challenging
approach of this small local
on this and that through the
community ensemble of eleven
rehearsal! It was very interesting moments but was still great fun.
About six of the players were in
players and their conductor was
to see how differently each
their mid-teens, but appeared to
less analytical – their conductor
orchestra was led, and how the
took them through each piece just different repertoire was rehearsed play as competently as the older
members, having started
once, without stopping to focus
by each. At the post-rehearsal
mandolin or mandola lessons by
on any problematic sections, until drinks with Boris and some
about the age of six or seven.
the ninety minutes was up. They
orchestra members, he very
Oliver generously gave us two
were wonderfully welcoming and kindly presented us with no less
CDs as a memento of our visit –
friendly, despite speaking virtually than five wonderful CDs, one of
both Ensemble Roggenstein CDs.
no English between them, and us which was a great recording of
Of course we listened to nothing
with just a little German. At the
his Mandolinen Orchester
but fabulous Zupforchester music
end, Christine handed out copies Ettlingen.
driving to all our next
of their recently-recorded CD that The next day we drove from
destinations, having acquired
members had ordered, and we
Ettlingen to Eichenau near
such an abundant supply by this
also bought a copy.
Munich, via a scenic drive along stage!
The next evening we visited the
the shores of the Bodensee (Lake
Mandolinen Orchester
Constance), to listen to Ensemble From Wessobrun we travelled to
Markneukichen, a ‘Musikstadt’ in
Schramberg, led by Frank
Rogenstein, directed by Oliver
Sheuerle. Frank leads another
Kalberer. Oliver and his wife Isa eastern Germany very close to the
18

local orchestra as well and is a
very active musician in his own
right. He conducted this
orchestra very enthusiastically
from his seat, jumping up several
times to pick up a mandolin and
go over certain bars with the
mandolin section. They were
hard at work rehearsing with a
recorder soloist for a concert that
coming Saturday, but once the
soloist’s pieces were finished, we
were warmly invited to play with
the group. By the end of our trip
we’d fitted in a lot of sightreading practice!
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border with the Czech Republic,
with a long musical history and
still full of violin, mandolin and
guitar makers. Definitely worth
visiting! We went there to look at
this town’s astonishing collection
of music instruments in its aptly
named MusikinstrumentenMuseum and to visit the
legendary Framus Guitar
Museum, housed in a
magnificently restored old
building.
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bench built along one side of a
huge back-warming ceramic
stove, sipping wine and eating
chocolates. This was a stunning
evening, in terms of their
generosity to us and the musical
talent displayed.

In the morning we were taken to
two churches in nearby towns
where both Vladimir and
Ludmilla play the organ on
alternate Sundays, and were
treated to hearing Ludmilla’s
Next on the itinerary was Fulda,
beautiful organ playing as well as
to visit the Langenstein family,
Vladimir’s, and came back home
Vladimir, Ludmilla and Maria,
to a superb lunch of Russian
who have become friends with
‘pelmeni’, made specially for us
many of us attending FAME
by Vladimir’s mother who lives
festivals, since their first festival in next door. We will be very hard
Brisbane in 2009. Vladimir and
pressed indeed to know how to
Ludmilla had very kindly invited
return such hospitality to
us to stay, and their daughter
Vladimir, Ludmilla, Maria and
Maria came back from uni in
Lothar when they are next in
Frankfurt for the weekend to help Australia!
with communicating and sightFrom our delightful weekend in
seeing. Our weekend with them Fulda we drove west to Mülheimprovided a break from our
Kärlich, for our sixth and last
orchestra-visiting schedule, and
orchestra visit, with Das
their hospitality was amazing!
Orchester des Mandolinenclubs
They took us to see Fulda’s city
1920 Mülheim-Kärlich,
area and its beautiful old
conducted by Mirko Schrader, our
cathedral and grounds, then were new old friend from Trossingen!
their guests at a delicious
Again the hospitality was fantastic
German-style evening meal,
– two orchestra members, Maria
beautifully prepared by Ludmilla. and Günther, met us at the pub
After dinner we were taken to
across the road from the rehearsal
visit their friend Lothar Ebert, a
room before the rehearsal began,
great guitarist and conductor of
for a drink and dinner, then
the Fulda Mandolin Orchestra
quietly paid for the bill for us all.
(which folded on his retirement
During the break we all enjoyed
from conducting a decade ago) – drinks brought up from the ‘Altes
for coffee, we thought. However, Brauhaus’ below, to celebrate the
these four lovely people had
birthday of their oldest member, a
arranged beforehand to put on a
man in his late eighties. After the
concert in Lothar’s loft music
rehearsal about ten of us went
room: a program of ten mandolin downstairs for more drinks, where
and guitar pieces, all arranged by we stayed and talked and played
Ludmilla, followed by Vladimir’s
for far too long!
performance of Bach and
Pachelbel music on Lothar’s own These visits were all really
full-sized pipe organ, installed in valuable to us, and we are very
grateful to all the orchestras we
his music room! Lother then
invited us all downstairs for wine, contacted for their gracious
replies, and their warm welcome
where we sat on a cushioned
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and hospitality. It was interesting
to see what their repertoires were
– some strongly classical, some
playing mostly early 20th century
‘popular’ and folky tunes, and
one or two including very
modern, sometimes highly
percussive pieces. There were
clear differences in conducting
styles, very much related to the
conductor’s own temperament
and preferences and also to the
size of the orchestra and the
degree of its formality or
seriousness.
We really appreciated being
invited to play with them, sharing
their music and their
conversation, and having the
opportunity to talk with them
about how their orchestras
rehearse and what they do to
attract new players. It seems that
even in Europe, with its rich and
much longer history of mandolin
playing, attracting new players
can be difficult. Whilst there are
many orchestras going from
strength to strength, with
extremely talented and
internationally well-known
individual players in their midst,
quite a number of the orchestras
in Germany are quite small,
community-based, almost familybased groups, playing for their
own and their immediate
community’s pleasure.
We’d like to acknowledge the
hospitality of all the orchestras we
visited, and thank their members
very much for sharing their time
and experience so generously
with us.
Col Bernau and Lea O’Brien,
COZMO
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Changing Time

A short video (1:46) from Best of ABC archives
Did you catch this interview with Professor Clive
Brown from the University of Leeds? One of his
research interests is historical performing practice.
He argues that the music of the 18th and 19th
centuries was played more like jazz musicians
play, with a more flexible reading of the score,
variable speeds and sliding notes. You can view
the video at
http://www.abc.net.au/bestof/archive/
20120923.htm
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Further reading:
Brown JCA (1999) Classical and Romantic
Performing Practice 1750-1900. Oxford University
Press.
- available from all good libraries, unless you want
to purchase a copy.
Booktopia has a full description
http://www.booktopia.com.au/classical-andromantic-performing-practice-1750-1900-clivebrown/prod9780195166651.html
Also available from
http://www.bookdepository.co.uk

‘The Seasons’ gets another airing
After conducting Robert Schulz’s ‘A Symphony of
Seasons’ at the Perth FAME Festival this year,
Marco Ludemann took the score back to his
orchestras ‘Estampida’ from Middelharnis and
‘Melodia’ from Stampersgat in the Netherlands.
Robert was really pleased to hear about the
European premier performance on November
24th at a local church, splitting at the seams to
hold an audience of around 300.

We were delighted to receive a recording of the
concert this week - a very musical performance
with great attention to detail. The balance within
the orchestra was excellent and it was great to
hear the mandolas soaring through.
‘A Symphony of Seasons’ will also be presented
on March 16th 2013 at the annual NVvMO (The
Netherlands’ equivalent to FAME) festival.
Marie Schulz

Dates for your Diary - start saving
Next FAME Festival
will be held between the 5th and the 12th of January, 2014 .
The Venue will be International House, a college of the Melbourne University.

BDZ Eurofestival Zupfmusik 2014
will be held in Bruchsal again, from 29th May to 1st June 2014
Book early.

Deadline for March edition of Plucked Strings

Friday 22nd February
Writers, can you please do your best to get articles to me by the due date. It makes for a lot of
extra work juggling pages to include articles of varying lengths arriving in dribs and drabs.
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Which One to Use? A series about the mandolin
Instalment 9
Another nice surprise
An autobiographical note related to this Instalment:
.Performers travel a lot. Because of this, I decided a long time ago that it just wasn’t fair on regular students for the
teacher (in this case me) to disappear for months on end, when I was giving concerts or teaching at courses
somewhere on Earth. People who are serious about learning something need regularity, and there’s a lot to be said
for the traditional rhythm of a music lesson once a week.
So, much as I enjoyed teaching, I decided to curtail my private teaching activities severely, and concentrated with a
clear conscience on the vagabond lifestyle of a performer. Of course I’ve always retained a small number of
students, who could cope with my timetable - or lack of one! By and large though, for the last three decades I’ve
had to do without the pleasure of accompanying students week for week on their exciting journey towards their
personal musical goals.
Since the advent of Internet teaching, however, this has changed dramatically, and it’s wonderful for me to be able
to keep up a regular programme of teaching, even if I’m off travelling somewhere or a student is away on business.
It doesn’t always work, but there’s often an Internet connection close by. An American student recently took his
mandolin on a business trip to Taiwan and had his weekly online lesson in his hotel!
But now to Instalment 9...
In Instalment 8, I described the innovative and independent way of thinking one North American student has
developed since starting lessons around 18 months ago. The technical matters he was examining involved the
practical application of things we had handled in lessons. He was delighted to find that formerly inaccessible pieces
were now possible, and wanted a second opinion about some of his (mostly excellent) solutions.
I had a similar experience (hence the title of this instalment) with a European student just a few weeks ago. The
student (a professional violinist from Vienna, by the way) wanted to prepare something which he could perform on
the mandolin with his bowed-string colleagues.
The piece my Viennese friend selected is the Quartet in A major for two mandolins, viola and mandolone by the
versatile and successful Italian composer Giovanni Francesco Giuliani (1760-1820), and Hans is using the edition
published by Trekel of Hamburg (T 6223). Hans thinks it will sound good if he plays the 1st mandolin part on the
mandolin, while the other parts are played respectively on a violin, viola and violoncello.
Technically, the piece is not difficult for Hans, so we were able to concentrate in the very first session pretty
exclusively on musical aspects - how to apply technique - fingering, stroking...- to get the best possible musical
result, which after all is what it’s all about!
Before I tell you in more detail about our discussions though, I’d like to emphasise something:
People may well have noticed that my technical approach is sometimes far removed from what one reads in most
books on mandolin playing. I must emphasise however that, on the contrary, the musical things I regard as
important are not very unusual in musical circles, particularly among people who have been through the same
rigorous professional tertiary training that I have.
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Here are just a few examples of important things:
• The quality of sound, which has to do with the instrument, the plectrum, the strings, and in particular what
the player does with all these things. Of course there are different opinions in the area of sound too, but
familiarity with sound is a big topic on all instruments at music universities in Germany, or most other
places too, for that matter.
• Homogeneousness. If certain notes “belong together”, they need to blend properly, so that nothing sticks out
unpleasantly or sounds out of place. On the mandolin, this has a lot to do with factors like correct stroking
and whereabouts on the fingerboard you stop (finger) the note - and many mandolin notes can be produced
on a number of different strings, as with the guitar or the double bass for instance, but unlike the piano,
where each key produces only one pitch.
I mention this to avoid the possible impression that these standard objectives are unimportant to me. It’s precisely
because they ARE important to me that I have reached some non-standard conclusions - particularly about fingering
of course, but not only...
As I mentioned above, Hans is a professional violinist, so you can rest assured that he is thoroughly schooled in the
traditional patterns of violin fingering, which haven’t changed much in the last 300 years, and which are also used
by most mandolinists, regardless of the style of music they play. In our first few months of lessons, we often talked
about why I think that a different system is advantageous on the mandolin, but Hans (like my other students too, I
might add) is by now so convinced of the fingering principles I recommend, that he applies them spontaneously. In
fact, the fingering he applied to this piece illustrates many of the differences.
The 1st mandolin part begins like this:

Try it yourself a few times before you read on, and see if anything in the following discussion surprises you.
Probably the simplest standard violin-derived fingering is:

There is some debate about whether or not to use open strings under certain circumstances, but apart from that, it’s
more than likely basically what you did too.
Hans didn’t.
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He did this:

NB: The fact that I indicate a finger for almost every note in these examples may seem exaggerated; after all, the
use of any particular finger for any given note already implies to an extent which finger would be good for the
following note, just as the left foot usually alternates with the right when we walk. But - the underlying logic of the
system used can vary much more than many people think.
Figure 4 shows both fingering solutions close together so that comparisons are easier - traditional violin fingering is
above and Hans’ fingering below the staff.

This short extract is melodically very simple, but it illustrates some basic convictions I hold very firmly.
You will soon notice that the violin-style fingering (above the staff) requires the left hand to span a distance of five
frets, whereas Hans’ suggestions (below the staff) only require a span of three frets. Hans and I (and all my other
students as well) are convinced that his fingering requires very much less energy than the usual violin fingering.
Whatever span you use for a given purpose (and it can range between the two extremes shown below in Pictures 1
& 2) the hand needs to be properly trained, and that’s a longer story.
But please be VERY cautious and gentle if you try to imitate the photos!
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Picture 2

Generally though, as in life itself, if you have a choice between a hard way and an easy way, and the result is the
same, I believe it’s better to take the easy way and not waste energy you might need for some other purpose.
Both the pictures above might look exotic, but they in fact show realistic possibilities which come in handy under
certain circumstances. It would be silly though to maintain that they expend no more energy than the finger
arrangement in Picture 3 (below), even though the excellently trained player in all three photos can alternate
effortlessly between various finger arrangements.
Picture 3

Think about this situation:
Whether you lift a 1 pint carton of milk or a 2 pint carton, it’s mechanically much the same, but you obviously
expend slightly more energy with the heavier carton. So if for some reason you had to hold a carton of milk above
your head for five minutes - and had the choice - you would be sensible to choose the 1 pint carton. Similarly, if you
have a choice, it’s sensible to take the less strenuous way of fingering, and save your energy for when it’s needed.

In the case of the musical example, however, neither Hans nor I can see any reason to arrange the hand differently
than in the energy-saving manner of Picture 3.
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The requirements of this piece are pretty basic, and therefore the fingering is far less intellectually complicated than
some things discussed in previous Instalments.
You may well have noticed that Hans’ use of the hand in this example is possible only if open strings are used.
Please don’t jump to the wrong conclusion, though, that either Hans or I avoid problems by making lazy
compromises; the open strings in Hans’ fingering are chosen not to make the fingering easier, but entirely because
of the sound. Hans knows how to avoid them - easily - if he thinks it sounds better. On the other hand, the violinstyle fingering is by no means the only way to avoid the open string - if one wanted to. There are a number of
possible finger combinations which could achieve this objective in a physically far more efficient (energy-saving)
way than the above violin fingering; some principles involved have in fact already been treated in earlier
Instalments of this series (particularly Instalment 2). And these other solutions are not even “hard”, in the way that
lifting a very heavy object is “hard”, but they do sometimes require more knowledge. Hans has this knowledge, but
in this case still favours the fingering shown - because it sounds best.
Even if things are sometimes more complicated though, remember that the brain can take the strain, whereas we all
know how weak the flesh can be. A comparison with basic arithmetic might help: most adults can add 47+31
together as easily and securely as 2+2. One addition is not “harder” than the other, but you do have to know what
you’re doing.
As you might expect, I didn’t agree with all of Hans’ suggestions. I didn’t like the barré, because it means that the
last note of bar 1 (B) would necessarily keep ringing during the first note in bar 2 (F♯), where it would clash with
the harmony at that point. I recommended a fingering technique I call an “analogous position change”, which
enables the player, among many other neat and dandy things, to connect two notes smoothly, even when they are at
the same fret but on different strings, without inadvertently sustaining one of them too long. It’s very easy to do, but
this instalment is long enough already! (Oh dear! and we haven’t even mentioned the plectrum...)
Keith Harris,
Marburg (Germany).
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